We are expanding! For this we need active support and are therefore looking to strengthen our team in
Regensburg as soon as possible:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER (F/M)

DEVICES AND WORKFLOW
WHATTO EXPECT ...

As part of our Workflow team you share responsibility and contribute to the design
and development of a software suite that ensures the production of millions of products
worldwide in the print and media industry on a daily basis
Programming and responsibility in the development of modules for the control of industrial
printing and finishing machines
Conception, development and testing of these solutions together with the manufacturers/
users of these machines up to market maturity
Contribute to the design and development of a software universe that ensures the daily
production of millions of products worldwide in the print and media industry (e.g. photo
books, signage, product labels, price tags, out-of-home advertising, magazines, )
Challenging and rewarding experiences; ensured by our range of software solutions, their
diverse application areas as well as our international customers

MUST HAVES ...
Fun with programming
Successfully completed studies in computer
science, a technical subject or a comparable
qualification
Analytical and systematic thinking skills
Sound, in-depth knowledge of Java, JavaScript,
XML, XSLT, network communication
Basic knowledge of web services
Good to very good knowledge of German and
English
Comfortable engaging and interacting with
colleagues and people

Nice-to-haves
Experience with data formats such as PDF,
EPS,TIFF, JPG, JDF
Experience with cross-platform development
(Windows, Linux, Mac)
Client/server communication and databases
Some experience of how the media industry
works would ease your start
Basic understanding of web development
(HTML, CSS, JavaScript)
Experience in agile software development
Test-driven Development
SVN or other modern version management
systems

YOU WILL EXPERIENCE ...
Exciting challenges in an expanding technology environment
Flat hierarchies with very short communication and decision-making paths
A motivated team with open and friendly colleagues
We are looking forward to receiving your application by email career@onevision.com

www.onevision.com/career

